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Reflection: A sequence in a loop

Week 1

A short piece of free writing about bodies & space and a poem which evolved from it.

Reflection

“When I think about space the first sensation I feel is kind of flooded with a vast number or innumerable number of possible

thoughts I possibly could think, say, write, reflect. So for a moment I am overwhelmed, for some seconds it is like a functional

error, let's say it feels empty, somehow unthinkable and then my mind is crashing in. As my flatmate just had crashed my

writing within this second at the library, by taking over the auditive space with a “whohooo” sound which seems way to loud to

me. At the same time I am glad to see him within this space of rules, correctness, concentration and work. Sometimes I am really

attentive and sensible to the space of others, or to be more particular the possible need for space for someone. Mostly a safe space.

So with a simple gesture one can open up a space for oneself and others where one can hide for some moments, load one's and

others energy, empower oneself and others. I think by asking a question one opens up and offers space to someone. Sometimes I am

not attentive and sensible to the space of others or maybe in reverse to my own space. Not aware of how much do I claim

unconsciously by the way I move and talk. It feels like a dis balance of output and input. One tool I try to apply is listening more

carefully, paying attention to my reactions, becoming aware of what I can not understand and trying to become aware of the

question which lies underneath. If I am overwhelmed by some situations I tend to react impulsive. It is rarely helpful. So I try to

break these mechanisms of reactions. My body helps me to break these circle sometimes. If I pay attention to it's sensation I can

become clear and maybe stop. Paying attention to my body also helps me with situations where I feel uncomfortable. To me my

body is a compass.”

A sequence in a loop

the body is a sequence trapped in a loop
the body loops a system derived of a fruit
the body as purpose infects a whole mind
the body speaks all failures it tries to hide

the body confronts constructs of pressure
the body was made an obstacle to healing pleasure

the body inscribes pain which is supposed to be mute
the body is a compass to a sounding route

down to realm where it becomes a resonant space
chanting through movement

songs that erode

a looped sequence
of a failing system
which actions
shall no longer

affect us.



Walking, Breathing, Writing - The journal
Research: Flaneuserie

Further reflection: the way I flex
Week 2

The second week splits into two works - the first work contains some journal entries about my experiences
during the walking meditation. The second work contains my research results on the subject of “Flaneuserie”

and the anthology “Flexen”, as further reflection of my on my own practice of “Flexen”. This reflection
Contains a small text and sreenshots of two experimental videos I made.





After having read the article by Lauren Elkin, I remembered a book. I've also remembered that I was informed

about it's existence via a poster in the streets, where I used to walk and stroll around and observe. This book is

called: Flexen – and is an anthology of thirty works by thirty different authors. All texts have the subject of

“Flaneuserie” as common ground, means walking and inscribing perspectives into the cities is their starting

point, their action and their goal at the same time. Clearly it is about other perspectives than the one of a well-

konwn Flaneur, an upper-class white and male, a dandy. This book explores and writes cities by a queer,

femme*, BiPoc perspective and further It opens up space to a more divers discourse about urban social life,

with all it's systemic failures but also with the potential for transformation. As it is only possible to transform

systems and structures, when they are visible in their variety of aspects and interdependence of their actors.

You can not think or speak about something, which does not exist as an acknowledged phenomena or

perspective. For me personally, reading this anthology made me aware of my own perspective on the cities I

lived and roamed, about my actions as a flaneuse. By giving this action of Flaneuserie the name: Flexen – there

is something strong and non-negotiable to it. In fact the word “Flexen” has six different meanings in German,

which interact with each other and create an interesting semantic field, inviting your thoughts to wander

along your associations:

1. cutting grinding – 2. bend / flex – 3. to have sex – 4. varying the speed in rap – 5. to tense your

muscles – 6. to show your muscles

a 7th meaning is created by the authors of this anthology – or better to say by their action of “flexen” and

inscribing their perspective into the cities of the world:

7. Flaneuserie



At the window - Leipzig 2017 - 2019

Reflection on the subject of Flaneuserie

The way I flex

As I dived deeper into the subject of „Flaneuserie“ I started to evalute and see the materials I
gathered during the last years within my walks through Leipzig.By doing so I made small video
sketches of some observations I did in the streets or while sitting at the window. Both activities were
something like a ritual to me. For no reason I would look out of the window, seeing what is
happening in the street or just simply stroll around the streets. Not every day I felt confident enough
to let myself flow in the streets, so the window became equally important in terms of connecting to
the surrounding. While I was observing and watching I wondered if some of the neighbors on the
other side would do the same. I never have seen someone doing it. But my curiosity for different
perspectives and experiences about the same place/surrounding stays huge. I often thought about, to
ring the bell and ask my neighbors about what do they see, when looking out of the window.

In the streets - Leipzig 2016 - 2019



Experiencing Frauenplan - A sketch, some notes & 2 motions

Week 4

In this practice I experienced and perceived a space in the city of Weimar, called Frauenplan. By closing my eyes, I let
this space unfold in an auditive way which was simultaneously recorded through my hands, with pencil on paper and

later translated into two movements at this space. I wanted the camera following the movements





„Dwelling spares the Fourfold by bringing the nature of the fourfold into things“

Reading Martin Heideggers „Dwelling, building, thinking“ I stumbled over this quote. It made me think of

things in my house, which are in there and have no functional reason but are arranged in something like little

shrines. Whenever I move into a new place, I bring boxes with me, with little things which mean something to

me. I arrange them in corners which can't be really used as living/working space. So these corners become a

space of holding and keeping a certain vibe or spirit. They become details which I consider as beautiful, which

give me somehow a feeling of home. Often these corners of details are the first things established in a new place

and only after this I start to organize the space on a more rational functional level. It almost seems to be, that I

only can bring functionality and organization to a space, if I established this little shrines before. The whole

space organizes around these things in certain corners and relates to them. So one might say I dwell by making

sure I spare “the fourfold” by bringing their nature into things. Contrary to Heidegger, as I understand him, I

consider the term “fourfold” not in a religious way, maybe spiritual, as I give meaning to these things by

thoughts and emotion. But I think it is difficult to generalize and connecting dwelling and further living, to

something religious, as it seems in Heideggers case. If I didn't get him wrong, he has a really old fashioned view

of living. I call the corners of beloved details in my house shrines, as they keep something like an idea of

dwelling and further being in my really subjective thinking. This does not occur for others and I think it is

important to stay conscious about that.
So in my work I created an experimental video of two corners/shrines in my house, like an observation. I play
with layering them, what symbolize the layers of context and meaning they hold. The music I created is a piece
called: “along my little oven”, I choose to bring these two pieces together, as the oven is the base of all actions in
my home. As it would be really freezing without it, I am depending on it. It is maybe the most functional/
rational part in my home. So by fusing the most nonfunctional parts of my place with the most functional part,
I somehow tried to built a bridge between a thinking being and an intuitive being.

Building, dwelling, thinking - Thoughts on Heideggers thoughts

Week 5

A reflection on the aspect of “sparing the fourfold by dwelling” in the text “building, dwelling, thinking” by
Martin Heidegger.

And some stills of an actual example of dwelling.





Moving in Snow

Week 6

A sequence of movements in a white landscape crossed by a great grey wall. I give a dance for the wall.



Shifting social roles

As I thought about experimenting with my social role, the first thing that came up to my, where material aspects

of my daily life.

For example I currently live in a really old house, where neither floors nor stairs are even. A lot of things I own,

are found on the streets, are second hand or where a present. So it further led to the aspect of consumption.

Shopping/Consumption/Input as a hobby and a identity defining habit.

Material input or Input as the main motion of oneself is kind of the opposite of the “common” social role I play

in my daily life. In my daily life, the ideal is to create and a manage balance of in and output. I want to perceive

myself, and therefor I play myself / my role rather a creator & coordinator than a consumer. This ideal not only

refers to the material & creational realms of my life, but further also to the relationships. I invest a lot of time in

talking, reflecting, caring. The aim is to create and uphold healthy relationships. The base of all this is the will to

take full responsibility for my thoughts and actions. Mindfulness is the key to that, which demands continuous

practice.

So for this performance I tried to modify this aspect of psychological patterns, or ideals as much as possible and

decided to go to the shopping center, and make consumption an event. I went with my close friend and flatmate

Emil.

I decided to play the role of his girlfriend and to be bossy. And to go on their weekly shopping ritual. This role

made him responsible, whenever it served her perspective. Or denied his perspective, if it didn't served hers. Not

only I was consuming the material world carelessly but also the immaterial relationship to a person. I stepped

into a role I clearly don't want to play, and which seems far away from my current social role, but at the same

time it seemed to me that isn't too far away. I felt uncomfortable when I did all the selfies or seriously was

discussing some random products in a aggressive or annoyed manner. But at the same time I was amazed how

easy it was to play that role, to become that role.

One moment I switched this role to an alter ego I ones created, only for a few moments, maybe to give me some

fun and a small break, from this rather inconvenient one I was experimenting with.

Shifting social roles

Week 7

A social role experiment - proceeded in a shopping mall which was currently closed.





The act of kindness

I decided to write some postcards to the inhabitants of a senior housing in Weimar. As due to lockdown

restrictions they can not see their family members and have little to no contact to the world outside, they shall

receive something from outside. After I mentioned my idea in our course, Milad came with the great idea to

share “the outside” witch the people inside. So I asked for beautiful winter pictures, we all made during the last

days, so I can print them out, and create postcards. It was really nice and motivating to receive so many beautiful

pictures and also others from the course joined and did some more cards. So during the time of coordinating

and crafting the cards, I met some other people I don't often see. As I cared for a feeling of connection for other

people, I connected myself with other people. One person came along one afternoon to bring some cards, I

offered a tea, my oven was warm and we both enjoyed that moment of having a tea, seeing some one else, what

have become a rare moment these days. We even talked about sports and decided to meet later this week to do

some sport in the park. It was a sunny morning and my body felt really good the whole day. Further this act

helped my mind to stay focussed, as I had to coordinate and communicate with other people. Often when I

have to coordinate one of my projects I doing “only” because of myself, my idea, etc. I struggle with the

coordination, than I think of myself as a bad organizer. But doing something, for other people, with a group, for

a group, just makes me stop thinking and pushes me to act. To experience this acting rather than thinking/

overthinking is a gift to me. It is something I want to reimplement in my life, as I lost it a bit in the isolation of

pandemic but is one part of my flow.

Thank you everyone who participated <3

The act of kindness

Week 8

Making postcards for old people in senior housing, which are isolated due to pandemic




